Introduction
Magnetic attitude control systems, both active and passive, are widely used for CubeSats and other small satellites. The first satellite to be equipped with magnetic control was Transit 1B [1] , launched April 13, 1960 . The first satellite with active magnetic control was Tiros II [2] , launched November 23, 1960 . Magnetic field was first used for attitude determination aboard third Soviet satellite [3] , launched May 15, 1958 . Novel small satellites and especially CubeSats actively utilize the same principles. Here we outline some basic and modern works concerning magnetic attitude control.
Angular velocity damping is the main task for most magnetic control systems. The first concept was to use hysteresis rods [1, [4] [5] [6] . This simple approach is still popular [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Spherical magnetic damper with viscous fluid [12] has no use now.
Active magnetic control systems are preferred aboard modern satellites. Magnetorquers have low cost, mass, power consumption and can be easily used even on CubeSats. "-Bdot" is the most common magnetic control algorithm. Published in [13] and first mentioned in [14] , this algorithm was proposed by GSFC engineer Seymor Kant. Its investigation and in-flight performance analysis still attract interest [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Magnetic control can provide specific attitude regimes utilizing spin stabilization or auxiliary actuators. These are necessary to overcome underactuation issue: there is no control authority along the geomagnetic induction vector. Spin stabilization turns the satellite into a gyroscope. Spin axis attitude became fully controllable. Common schemes of one axis attitude control of spin stabilized satellites were proposed in [21, 22] . Remarkable examples of analysis or implementation can be found in [2, 13, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Spin stabilization allows promising optimal reorientation problems statements [30] [31] [32] .
Auxiliary actuators, mainly gravity-gradient boom [33] or flywheel with constant speed [34] [35] [36] [37] provide passive control authority necessary for stabilization in orbital reference frame. Fully magnetic control system may be used to provide any necessary attitude [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . This relatively new and largely uncharted area is of special interest for small satellites.
Geomagnetic field model is necessary for attitude control and/or system design, on-board control computation and attitude determination process if magnetometer is used. Even passive magnetic system requires a model since attitude determination is still necessary for payload data interpretation. This paper focuses on models relevant for these applications. Four important models are introduced with exact expressions in different reference frames. Examples are discussed for analytical and numerical 4 analysis. Final recommendations are provided regarding different models implementation for specific purposes.
Geomagnetic field models
Reference frames Four geomagnetic field models are considered: IGRF, inclined and direct dipoles and averaged (simplified dipole) model. Induction vector is expressed in a number of reference frames relevant for the satellite angular motion. Atmospheric Administration for WMM. Models are designed for altitudes of no more than 600 km (relative to WGS84) though they may be used for higher orbits. These accurate models are often used onboard and in numerical simulation. IGRF is more widespread for satellite motion applications.
Inclined dipole Inclined dipole model represents the major part of Gauss model. Three first terms are taken into account [45] . These terms describe the dipole tilted by a small angle to the opposite direction of Earth's rotation axis. 1.5sin 2 sin 3sin sin sin . cos
Averaged model
Dipole geomagnetic induction vector unevenly rotates along the near-circular cone ( H -cone). The last simplification may be considered as averaging of this cone and induction vector motion. The cone becomes a circular one (  -cone) and induction vector moves uniformly [46] . It also has constant length. The cone is tangent to O a Y 3 and its axis lies in the OaY2Y3 plane (Fig. 2) . 
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Following results are based on [19] . Averaging involves expressions 
Equations (2.5) allow the full set of the first integrals [19] . These integrals are found in the exact form. Equations (2.5) are therefore directly solved in quadratures.
Dipole model has the most compact form ( 
   These expressions are clearly overburdened. Transient motion analysis allows the deepest results with the averaged geomagnetic field model.
Motion in the vicinity of necessary attitude
Attitude accuracy in the vicinity of necessary position is represented with the Euler equations. Satellite motion is described with absolute angular velocity components x x x attitude with respect to 1 2 3 OX X X . Direction cosines matrix D is cos cos sin sin cos cos sin cos sin sin cos cos sin sin cos cos sin sin cos cos sin sin cos sin sin sin sin cos cos
Dynamical equations of the satellite with inertia tensor 
Planar motion
Consider the satellite that moves on a polar orbit in a gravitational field. This motion satisfies 0  , System may become unstable as parameter  (gravitational torque value) rises in comparison with  (control torque value). We aim to find unstable areas in  - space as described in [48] . Non-homogeneous part in (2. Spatial motion Satellite equipped with a flywheel is considered. This allows the satellite to acquire inherent constant angular momentum. The flywheel is designed for this angular momentum to prevail over the satellite's one (wheel has high angular rate and/or mass). The satellite-wheel system behaves like a gyro in the inertial space. Dynamical equations of motion are 
where 
In-plane motion is detached. It is described by the equation 
Numerical simulation
Analytical analysis was based on a number of representative examples. These are now assessed numerically. Numerical simulation is an inherent part of the attitude system design. Attitude hardware parameters and algorithms are chosen based on the results of the simulation and general results provided by the analytical study.
Angular velocity damping is the first example. Damping effectiveness is characterized by the time necessary to lower angular velocity to a certain amount. This time differs depending on the geomagnetic model used.
Simulation parameters are: . Gravitational and control torques are taken into account. Satellite motion is described in the orbital reference frame. Fig. 8 provides numerical simulation results. Attitude accuracy varies depending on the geomagnetic field model. However simplified models may be used. Fig. 11 aims at the same result for the satellite equipped with a flywheel. Magnetic control should maintain "inclined" attitude in the orbital plane. Control proposed in [49] provides rotation by 40 degrees between orbital and bound reference frames. Simplified models provide quite accurate result.
One specific case is the three-axis magnetic control discussed in [43] . Control performance is very sensitive to its parameters tuning. They are based on the geomagnetic field model. Simplified models may be used for semi-analytical control parameters selection. IGRF model should then be used in a numerical simulation for further control parameters tuning.
Models comparison
Recommendations for different geomagnetic field models implementation are summarized below. IGRF/WMM -highly accurate numerical simulation; control parameters tuning on the last stages of satellite and attitude system development; Inclined dipole -fast numerical simulation (instead or before IGRF) for transient motion and attitude accuracy; Direct dipole model -analytical analysis in orbital and inertial frames; numerical analysis; Averaged field -analytical analysis in inertial space, especially for transient motion. 
Conclusion
Four geomagnetic field models are considered: IGRF, inclined and direct dipoles, averaged field. Geomagnetic induction vector expressions are provided for different reference frames. Models are applied for analytical analysis and numerical simulation of a number of generic satellite attitude problems. Conclusions are drawn regarding models implementation for different cases according to three groups: motion nature, analysis method, reference frames used. Simplified models are shown to provide quite accurate results.
